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Sen. Smith writes about the Badger Bounce Back Plan, introduced last week by
Governor Tony Evers, to help Wisconsin move forward from the COVID-19 pandemic.

  

  

EAU CLAIRE - During the COVID-19 public health emergency, Wisconsinites have had to make
incredibly challenging decisions, including Governor Evers. On April 17th, Governor Evers’
administration made the difficult, yet responsible, decision to extend the “Safer at Home” order.

  

Although the “Safer at Home” order was extended, there are some changes from the original
order that became effective on April 24th, which include: public libraries may provide curbside
pick-up; golf courses may open again; non-essential businesses can do more things such as
deliveries, mailings, and curbside pick-up; arts and craft stores may offer expanded curbside
pick-up of materials to make face masks, and residents can take care of aesthetic or optional
exterior lawn care or construction.

  

Throughout this crisis, these policy decisions have been made in the interest of public health
and safety in consultation with scientists and medical professionals. Several weeks ago, the
Department of Health Services projected that Wisconsin could have 440 to 1,500 deaths
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statewide if we did not practice social distancing to flatten the curve. The collaborative effort
made by Wisconsinites in all corners of the state proved that the “Safer at Home” order works to
slow the spread of COVID-19. In just the first three weeks of the “Safer at Home” order,
Wisconsin saved at least 300 lives and perhaps as many as 1,400 lives.

  

This pandemic is far too contagious to eliminate the “Safer at Home” order all at once. As
Governor Evers said, we must think of getting through this like turning a dial, rather than just
flipping a light switch.  The more disciplined we are now, the faster we can turn it. If we simply
return to life as normal without taking gradual steps and the necessary precautions, we risk a
spike in cases and more severe economic impacts.

  

Rural communities are not immune to the effects of COVID-19. Although the prevalence of
COVID-19 is much higher in urban areas, like Madison or Milwaukee, the virus can easily
spread to other counties if these safeguards are not in place. A COVID-19 outbreak in rural
Wisconsin could have a detrimental impact on our close-knit communities. Our population in
rural communities tends to be older and much more at risk of dying from COVID-19. We have
fewer resources and less access to health care options to care for the sick than urban areas.

  

If one area of our state begins to lift the “Safer at Home” order, there could be a rush to those
communities which will create a greater danger of COVID-19 transmission. This statewide plan
is in place to protect ALL Wisconsin residents and help our state grow more resilient together.

  

For Wisconsin to get through this safely and become more resilient, Governor Evers introduced
the Badger Bounce Back Plan, which outlines a process to help Wisconsin move forward from
this pandemic. It is based on federal guidelines released from the White House on April 16th. It
includes certain gating criteria each state should meet before gradually restarting its economy in
three phases.

  

To move from phase to phase, Wisconsin must have a downward trajectory of influenza-like
illnesses, COVID-19 cases and symptoms, and positive tests as a percent of total tests within a
14-day period. Additionally, hospitals will have to treat all patients without crisis care and have
robust testing programs in place for at-risk healthcare workers.
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The Evers’ administration is working closely with businesses and private partners to reach the
gating criteria and re-open Wisconsin. To do this, the Badger Bounce Back Plan has steps in
place to expand COVID-19 testing by 85,000 tests per week; increase contact tracing to better
understand virus transmission in Wisconsin, and improve tracking systems to keep Wisconsin
better informed.

  

We are all anxious to return to life as we knew it. I fall into that category as well. But, let’s face it,
our world is changed forever from this dramatic experience. Getting back too soon or opening
up certain regions will not make things better and could only make things worse. Let’s keep up
our diligence and consider those who stayed healthy because we stayed safe at home.
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